would ever disappear.

whose contact info you forgot to get. The accidental swipe left on

It's Jordan, he's a Bulls guy.

Oval Office with the US president only to find yourself downvoted

loud as you can. To voice any question, no matter how critical,

two thousand. That is if you managed to load the site at all, as it

it would've taken him a couple of months. The odds to have had

comment by either upvoting or downvoting it. If a comment has

can see for yourself how the other peer evaluators have rated the

so far. You also need to know your way around the information

That may be, but I'm

Africa wouldn't have happened, they say. That may be, but I'm

and Le Monde. Without Facebook the revolutions in North

on the walls of Tunis, on the front page of The New York Times

call antisocial behavior, they control when people move by

produces his own oeuvre. That monkey doesn't need to know

Shakespeare himself was the monkey in the proverb, who

their priest, in a newspaper to a journalist or in a courtroom to a

someone who is not an anarchist, rejects that responsibility.

their own words, or if not by changing the answer, by changing

the risk of running into too many surprises, and the article might

places. There's always a new tyrant to topple, a new underdog to

the same no matter how much the people standing on it change

and therefore its – subjects. But who watches the watchdog? In

minister's crowded lap. Waiting to jump at the chance to go at her

rare blessing of their 15 minutes of fame. Or drag someone into

their lessers, the sovereign could grant an audience. Journalists

...